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HIS STUDY of basic yields is one of a projected series utilizing the
data compiled by the Corporate Bond Project of the Financial Research
Program, a Work Projects Administration undertaking sponsored by
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, supervised by the National
Bureau of Economic Research, and carried on with the cooperation of
several public agencies and private investment services. The purpose
was to compile a comprehensive statistical record of bond market expe-
rience from 1900 to 1938. The record includes data on prices and yields,
quality ratings and performance, (let ault experience, bond characteris-
tics such as callability and type of lien, and many other pertinent mat-
ters. For those who wish a more detailed description of the Project, the
National Bureau has prepared a special mimeographed booklet which

may be had on application for fifty cents.
The basic yield study was conducted for two distinct purposes. The

first was to solve a technical problem encountered by the Project. The
Project desired some method of measuring what may be called the
'market rating' of bonds, for comparison with the quality ratings of the
investment services. The market rating of the quality of a bond is the
combined opinion of narket traders and is reflected somehow in the
yield at which the bond is traded. Several methods were discussed and

discarded before it was decided that the market rating of any bond should

be the difference between its yield and that of the highest grade bonds

of similar maturity: a small difference would indicate high quality; a
large difference, low quality. The basic yield study was therefore under-
taken to provide the necessary standard of comparison: to measure the

yield on the highest grade bonds of all maturities. Although these basic

yields are not the equivalent of a theoretically riskiess rate of return,
they probably do represent the closest approximation to that rate of
return attainable by empirical observation.

The second purpose was to augment our knowledge of the structure

of interest rates, which at present is largely limited to long term bond
yields and such short term rates as commercial paper, time and call

money, rediscount rates. Additional knowledge of short and medium
term bond yields is needed to round out the picture. The basic yield
estimates provide factual data germane to several widely different fields

of inquiry, e.g., the theoretical discussion of the relation between long
and short term interest rates, the analysis of the effects of interest rates



on economic fluctuations, and the problem of an effective arrangement
of n!aturjtjcS in investment portfolios.

This present study is the result of the cooperative participation of
the economics staff of the Institute for Advanced Study in the Financial
Research Program of the National Bureau. Our staff has been keenly
interested in this Program from its inception and has actively assisted
in the planning and development of the basic research it has undertaken
into financial problems. The Institute therefore welcomed the oppor-
tunity to make its facilities available to Mr. Duranci so that he could
develop these basic yield estimates. The materials assembled by the
Corporate Bond Project constitute a rich body of data for empirical
studies of a vital sector of finance. The Institute hopes that it will be
able to cooperate further in their analysis, and so enhance our social
knowledge of the functioning o the market for long term capital.

WINFIELD W RIEFLER
In/jt ute for Advanced Study

Chairman, Co,nmi(tee on Research in Finance
National Bureau of conornjc Research



HE BASIC YIELD was conceived as a practical analogue to that strictly
theoretical entity, the put'c interest rate. The latter is defined as the
rate that would be realized if three hypothetical conditions were ful-

filled: (i) if interest and principal were certain to be repaid according
to contract; (2) if interest and principal were certain to be repaid in
currency of the same purchasing power, which implies a stable price
level; () if no administrative costs were entailed in making, holding, or
marketing investments. The basic yield, however, is defined as the yield
of the highest grade bonds actually traded in the market, and it there-
fore denies all three conditions assumed for the pure interest rate. (1)
Although high grade bonds arc probably among the safest investments
known, at least in terms of contractual repayment, even the best are
not absolutely safe. (2) Since high grade bonds offer almost no protec-
tion against a rising price level, their market yield should, and probably
does, reflect the market's expectations of future price changes. () The
market yield on high grade bonds is neither the investor's net return nor
the borrower's total cost of obtaining funds; the investor must deduct
from the market yield enough to cover the incidental expenses entailed
in holding his investment, and the borrower must add enough to cover
the costs of marketing his securities. This preliminary definition of the
basic yield as the yield of the highest grade bonds must be qualified. For
one thing, 'highest grade bonds' must be explained. Furthermore, a
distinct basic yield must be defined for 30-year bonds, another for 10-
year bonds, still another for 1-year bonds, and so on.

Obviously, 'highest grade' refers to the subjective appraisal of traders
and investors in the bond market, not to intrinsic bond quality. These
traders try conscientiously to determine the intrinsic quality of all
issues traded. The opinions they form from analyzing pertinent data
and consulting the ratings of the investment services are neither infal-

lible nor unanimous, but are one of the primary forces determining the

prices and hence the yields at which issues are traded. A bond has a
low yield if niost traders think its quality is high; consequently the
highest quality bonds, according to market judgment, are those with

the lowest yields
But one should not suppose that a bond is considered high in quality

merely because its yield is low, or that a difference in yield between two
bonds of the same maturity is entirely attributable to a difference in
quality. The yield of any bond may be seriously affected by many extra-
neou influences having nothing to (10 with 'quality', in the sense in
which that word is commonly used.1 Often a bond has special features
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that riiake it more or less attractive than it would otherwise bc, but that
do not alter the fundamental safety o interest and principal: tax-exemp-
tioii, WHYCISiOn and warrant privileges, an active sinking fund in some
circumstances, provision for call prior to maturity, voting rights.2 Fur-
thermore, the price of any bond may be artificially raised or lowered by
ill advised market action of ignorant traders or by conscious attempts at
manipulation. Accordingly, the basic yield must be redefined as the
yield of highest grade bonds free from ext raneous influences, bonds that
are non-convertible, non-callable, fully taxable, actively traded, free
from manipulation, etc.

Evidently a successful statistical analysis of the basic yield (lel)endS
upon the possibility of selecting a suitable group of bonds - bon(lS of
superb quality, fully taxable, non-convertible, etc. Such a group can
be found only among high grade corporate bonds; for governments,
including state and immicipal bonds, are almost universally tax exempt,
and United States Treasury bonds in particular have, or have had, note
issue and discount privileges, etc. This is most regrettable: first, because
the quality of the best governments is probably a little higher than that
oF the best corporates; second, because there seems to be no way of
analyzing the yield differential between governments and corporates to
determine how much is due to tax exemption or other privileges and
how much to the quality differential. Obviously, some corporates are
unsatisfactory because of other disturbing influences, but many seem to
be satisfactory enough for significant analysis.

Estimates of basic yields serve two interrelated functions: (i) to
measure high grade bond yields, (2) to show the relation of high grade
long term yields to short term. Since excellent series of long term high
grade bond yields have already been constructed, the second function
is probably the more important. This paper is concerned mainly with
presenting basic yield estimates of corporate bonds of all maturities for
the first quarter of each year i 900-42 (see Table i and the basic charts),
describing their derivation, and pointing out their limitations. Al-
though some attention is given their implications for general interest
theory and business cycle problems, serious discussion of these subjects
is deferred. Since economic theorists and investment analysts alike
are now keenly interested in the relation between long and short term
yields, presentation of the estimates alone seems justified at this time.

YIELD DATA FROM CORPORATE BOND PROJECT

The Corporate Bond Project compiled price quotations and computed
yields for some 3,000 high grade domestic corporate bonds outstanding
at some time between 1 qoo and i q38. The distribution of these bonds
by yield and term to maturity is shown in scatter diagrams On the basic
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charts. These 3,000 include most of the larger and more actively traded
corporate bonds outstanding in this period. Some of the more impor-
tant types not included are serials, equipment trusts (serial and non-
serial), income bonds, receivers' certificates, domestic bonds primarily
payable in foreign currency, bonds of real estate mortgage companies,
bonds held entirely by affiliates, and bonds that were never outstanding
in amounts of $5,000,000 or more.5

Of the total sample of 3,000 bonds, merely a small fraction were
actually used in the basic yield analysis. Certain types were omitted

TABLE 1

Basic Yields of Corporate Bonds, First Quarter, 1900-1942, by Term to Maturitya
Years to

5

Maturity 1900 1901 1902 190.? 1901 1905 1906 1907 1908 1909 1910
0 -L25f 3.25 3.30' 3.45 3.60 3.50 5.25$ 5.75$ 5.50$ 1.05 4.30

3.97$ " " * " " 4.75$ 4.87$ 5.10$ 4.03 4.25
2 3.75$ * " 135$ 4.43$ 1.80$ 4.01 4.21
3 3.58$ " " " 4.04$ 1.15$ 4.58$ 4.00 4.17

1 3.15$ * " 3.81$ 3.97$ 4.42$ 3.98 1.13
5 3.36k * " " " 3.67k 3.87$ 4.30$ 3.97 4.10
6 3.30 * ' 3.59$ 3.82$ 4.21f 3.95 4.07
7 " * " 3.55 3.80 4.14$ 3.91 405

S "S 109$ 3.93 4.03
9 "a 1.05$ 3.92 4.01

10 "S 4.02$ 3.91 3.99
12 "S 3.98$ 3.89 3.96

14 "S 3.96$ 3.87 3.93
15 "4 3.95 3.86 3.92
20 3.82 3.87
25 "S 3.79 3.83

30 "S 3.77 3.80
10 "4 3.75 3.80
50 3.75 3.80
60 3.30 3.25 8.30w 3.45 3.60 3.50 3.55 3.80 3.95 3.75 3.80

1911 1912 1913 1911 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921

0 4.10 4.05 4.95 4.70 4.50 2.75 4.05 5.55 5.75 6.25 7.25'
1 4.09 4.01 4.74 4.64 4.47 3.48 " 5.48 5.58 6.11 6.94'
2 4.08 4.03 .159 4.56 4.45 3.81 " 5.41 5.43 5.99 6.70'
3 '1.07 4.02 4.48 4.53 4.43 3.94 5.35 5.32 5.89 6.51'

4 4.06 4.01 4.39 4.49 4.41 4.00 5.30 5.23 5.80 6.35'
5 4.05 4.00 4.31 4.45 4.39 4.03 5.25 5.16 5.72 6.21
6 4.01 3.99 4.25 4.42 4.38 4.05 5.20 5.10 5.65 6.09
7 4.03 3.98 4.20 4.39 4.36 5.16 5.05 5.59 5.98

8 4.02 3.97 4.17 4.36 4.34 5.12 5.02 5.53 5.89
9 4.02 3.97 4.14 4.34 4.33 5.08 4.99 5.47 5.81

10 4.01 3.96 4.12 4.32 4.31 5.05 4.97 5.43 5.73
12 3.99 3.95 4.09 4.28 4.28 4.99 4.93 5.35 5.60

14 3.98 3.93 4.07 4.24 4.26 4.93 4.89 5.29 5.50
15 3.97 3.93 4.06 4.22 4.25 4.91 4.87 5.26 5.46
20 3.94 3.91 4.02 4.16 4.20 4.82 4.81 5.17 5.31
25 3.92 3.90 4.00 4.12 4.17 4.77 4.77 5.12 5.22

30 3.90 " 4.10 4.15 4.75 4.75 5.10 5.17
40 3.90 " 4.10 4.15 " 4.75 4.75 5.10 5.15
50 3.90 " 4.10 4.15 " 4.75 4.75 5.10 5.15
60 3.90 3.90 4.00 4.10 4.15 1.05 4.05 4.75 4.75 5.10 5.15



a The values in this table are taken at various intervals along a smooth curve; intermediate valuescan be determined by interpolation.
* More than usually liable to error.
i-Figures marked with a if) indicate one alternative value; the other is equal to the long termyield (see text).
b 1942 yields are based on January and February prices.

because they were entirely unsuited for the analysis; others were omitted
primarily to save labor, but also because their inclusion would have
added little to the significance of the results. The following types wereomitted:

Bonds wit/i inadequate price quotations: To be included in the studyfor any particular year, a bond had to have at least the following fea-
6

I A B L 1; i (concl.)
Years to
Maturity 1922 1923 1921 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932

0 5.35 5.05 5.05 3.30 1.40 1.30 1.05 5.60 1.40 2.35 3.60t
5.31 5.01 5.02 3.85 5.27 3.05

2 5.28 4.98 4.99 4.18 5.01 3.45 4.24f3 5.25 4.95 4.96 4.34 1.89 3.67 4.4O

-I

5
6
7

5.22
5.19
5.16
5.14

-1.92
4.90
4.88
4.86

-1.93
4.90
1.88
4.86

4.42
-1.46
4.48
4.49

l79
4.72
4.67
4.64

3.81
3.90
3.95
3.98

4.51-f-
4.58-f
4.63t
4.65t

8
9

10
12

5.11
5.08
5.06
5.01

4.84
4.82
4.80
4.77

4.84
4.82
-1.80
4.77

-1.49
4.50

4.61
4.59
4.57
1.53

4.00
4.02
'1.03
-1.05

-I.68f

-1.70

1-I

15

20
25

4.97
4.95
-1.85
4.77

4.74
4.73
4.68
4.64

4.7-I
1.73
-1.69
4.67

1.50
1.19
1.45
4.43

497
-1.08
4.10

30 -1.71 4.61 4.66 1.12
-10 -1.61 1.60 -1.65 -1.1050 -1.61 4.60 4.65 " .. 44()60 4.60 4.60 4.65 -1.50 l.40 L30 -1.05 4.40 .1.10 410 4.70

1933 1931 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 1910 1911 1912b
0
1

2

2.00'
2.60'
3.02

2.00'
2.62'

.50
1.03

.25

.61
.35
.69

.11)

.85
.23 .10
.37 .41

.15

.lI
.55
.81

3 3.32*
3.00 1.51) .96 .99 1.21 .86 .67 .64 1.0!3.23 1.87 1.29 1.25 1.51 1.12 .90 .85 1.24

-I

5
3.53
3.68

3.38 2.15 1.59 1.43 1.76 1.35 1.10 1.04 1.42
6
7

3.79
3.87

3,48
3.55
3.60

2.37
2.55
2.70

1.86
2.09
2.28

1.68
1.85
2.02

1.97
2.15
2.30

1.55 1.28
1.72 1.44
1.87 1.59

1.21
1.37
1.52

1.50
1.71
1.84

8
9

10
12

3.93
3.97
4.00
4.03

3.6-I
3.67
3.70
3.76

2.82
2.92
3.00
3.11

2.13
2.55
2.6-;
2.76

2.16
2.28
2.38
2.55

2.42
2.52
2.60
2.71

1.99 1.72
2.09 1.84
2.18 1.95
2.33 2.14

1.65
1.77
1.88
2.07

1.96
2.07
2.16
2.31

14

15
20
25

4.06
4.07
4.11
4.14

3.81
3.83
3.91
3.96

3.19
323
3.37
3.46

2.8-I
2.88
3.04.
3.14

2.68
2.72
2.90
3.01

2.78
2.81
2.91
2.97

2.-IS 2.29
2.50 2.34
2.65 2.55
2.72 2.65

2.22
2.28
2.50
2.61

2.42
2.47
2.61
2.6-I

30
41)

50
60

4.15
-1.15
4.15
4.15'

3.99
4.00
4.00
4.00'

3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50'

3.20
3.26
3.29
3.30'

3.08
3.17
3.22'
3.25'

3.00
3.00
3.00'
3.00'

2.75 2.70
2.75' 2.70'
2.75' 2.70'
2.75' 2.70'

2.65
2.65*
2.65'
2.65'

2.65
2.65'
2.65'
2.65'
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tures in the Iirst quarter: an a(:tual sale 1)11CC or a bid awl an asked quo-
tation in one month, or a bid in each of two mouths. 'I'hese minimum
requirements were preliminary, and later several bonds satisfying tlieiu
were found to be inadequate.
Bonds with quality ratings less than A :6 If a bond had a rating of less
than A in some years and A or better in others, it was included when-
ever its rating was A or better. No distinction by quality was made for
1900-08, when no quality ratings were available;1 furthermore, a few
unrated bonds were admitted in the subsequent years.
All bonds defaulting at any time during 1900-38.
Convertible bonds: All convertible bonds, except those whose conver-
sion privilege had expired.
Bonds selling above call price: Since investors are justly reluctant to
buy a bond at much above its call price, the prices oh callable bonds (10
not rise as high as the prices of comparable non-callables, and their yields

do not fall as low. For this reason bonds selling at or above call price
were considered undesirable for the basic yield analysis, and were
omitted for 1900-33. For 1934-42, however, so many bonds were selling
above call that they could not be omitted without seriously reducing
the number of bonds available for analysis; and in the later years of the
period, 1939-42, virtually all long term high grade bonds were selling
above call. For callable and non-callable bonds alike, the yields on the
charts are the yields to maturity.

The increasing prevalence of bonds selling above call (indicated in

the charts for i 934-40) introduces a very undesirable bias into the basic
yield estimates for the later years, the effects of which are impossible to

measure. The price and yield of a callable bond depend upon the in-
vesting public's forecast of when the bond is likely to be called. If an
early call is forecast, the bond will sell close to call price; if a remote
call, it need not sell close to call price. Obviously, it is impossible to
determine what the investing public forecasts for each individual call-

able bond.
High yield bonds: Judged by the dispersion of their yields. even grade

A bonds vary considerably in quality. Since the basic yield is the yield

of the lowest yield bonds, the higher yield bonds, whether grade A or
better, were not essential for the analysis. It is readily apparent that
bonds above a certain yield were not plotted on most of the basic charts.

That their OmiSSiOn was no loss to the analysis will be evident when

the method used for fitting the basic yield curves is discussed.
Low yield bonds with spurious yields: When a bond sells at a yield far
below those of other high grade bonds of the same maturity, the yield

usually turns out to be spurious,8 owing to an active sinking fund or
some other disturbing influence. For example, in 1928 the Pittsburgh,

7



Chicago, Cincinnati & St. Louis Series E 3.4's of 194() yielded 3.Ôr Crcent, and the Erie Railroad Pennsylvania Collateral 'Trust i 's of I 951
yielded 3.8o per cent, when other high grades of similar niaturity were
yielding 4.10 per cent or more; both these bonds had extremely active
sinking funds, which presumably caused them to sell at exceptionally
low yields. A serious effort was made to exclude all spurious-yield bonds
that might affect the basic yield estimates. The clearly spurious yields,
like the two mentioned above, were excluded. The questionable ores
were sometimes included and sometimes excluded, depending on cir-
cufljstances but even when included, they were given little weight.

In compiling price quotations, the Corporate Bond Project divided
all bonds into two groups: 'periodic' bonds, for which price quotations
were compiled, if avajlll, only at 4-year intervals starting in 1900,
and 'periodic and annual' bonds, for which price quotations Were COfli-piled, if available, for all years in which the bonds were outstanding.
Hence the coverage in 1900, 1904, etc., is better than in other years, butonly slightly better because the periodic and annual bonds were usually
the more active issues and had more reliable quotations.

For each bond six separate price quotations were sought: the highand the low sales price in each of the first three months in each year ofrecord. When sales prices were unavailable, bid and asked quotations
were substituted if available. The yield to maturity was then deter-mined from the average of these six quotations. It was rounded to thenearest twentieth of a per cent below the true yield; that is, all bondswith yields ranging from 3.60 per cent up to but not including 3.65 percent were rounded to 3.6o per cent; hence the yields in the basic charts
are located on the average one-fortieth (.025) of a per cent below theirtrue positions.

OTHER YIELD DATA

The primary data on corporate bond yields were Supplemented by fourtypes of secondary data: the yields on United States government obli-gations; the yields on high grade serial bonds, paiticularly railroadequipment trust certificates; two previously constrvcted series of long-term high grade bond yields; and three series o short term moneyrates.9 The data on government obligations ad on corporate serialbonds have been added to the basic charts. The series of long termbond yields and of short term money rates will be used later for com-parison with the basic yield estimates.

THE BASIC YIELD CURVES

The basic yield curves show the relation between yield and term tomaturity for the highest grade (lowest yielding) bonds in each year
8



I 900-42. One of these curves appears oii each basic chart as a hcavy
solid line, sometimes curved and sometimes straight. The CurveS for all

yeats ale tabulated in Tabic i, whcrc values are given for specific'! ma-

turities from o to 6o years, from which the intermediate values can 1w

readily interpolated. Each basic yield curve is a free-hand trend line

so fitted that is passes below most of the yields on the chart but usually

above a few isolated low yields. The choice of curves, it will be ob-
served, has been limited to three general types: (i) a horizontal straight

line, (2) a smooth curve falling at a decreasing rate until it approaches

a horizontal straight line at the long term end, () a smooth curve rising

at a decreasing rate until it approaches a horizontal straight line.'0 One

of these types usually provides a very satisfactory fit, although in a few

years the fit is somewhat impertect.
The fitting of a free-hand trend line to the lowest yiCl(l l)OfldS

is a radical departure from accepted statistical procedure Ordinarily

the trend line would be designed to show the variation in the average
yield of bonds of different terms to maturity, and it would be deter-
mined by the method of least squares, or perhaps by some sim1)lCr

method such as the joining of the average yield for o-i year bonds with

the averages for i -2 years, 2-3 years, etc. But the traditional a1)prOaCh

is not well adapted to the measurement of the basic yield, primarily be-

cause of our definition: the yield of the absolutely best bonds, that is,

the minimum yield. Furthermore, the statistical problem of fitting a

trend line to minimum yield is far more clear-cut than fitting a line to

average yields. It would be almost impossible to fit a line to the aver-

age of all bond yields because the yields of the lower grades vary greatly

and sometimes reach astronomical values. It is quite possible to fit a

trend line to some arbitrarily defined group of high grade bonds, per-

haps Moody's A's or Poor's A**'s; but even such an average is not
entirely satisfactory because the average depends upon what group is

arbitrarily chosen to be averaged.
Of course, one serious danger is encountered in fitting a curve to

the minimum yields - the possibility that the lowest yields may be

spurious. We investigated all the lowest yielding bonds, i.e., all those

below the basic yield or immediately above it, and eliminated many

with spurious yields. Obviously the investigation could not be ex-

haustive, for it had to be limited to a few succinct and readily accessible

sources of information, such as Moody's and Poor's manuals; neverthe-

less, it did suffice to unearth many clearly spurious yields and some

rather questionable ones. We assumed therefore that isolated low yields,

substantially below those of other bonds of the same maturity, were es-

pecially likely to be spurious; and indeed some were found to be defi-

nitely suspect, even though not clearly spurious; for example a few
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inactively traded over-the-counter bonds that repeatedly had isolated
low yields.'' It was because of this danger that the basic yield curves
were fitted, not to the absolutely lowest yields, but. to the lowest points
at which the yields were at all concentrated. Fundamentally, the fitting
of the basic yield curves consisted in drawing a boundary between two
regions on a chart: an upper region throughout which yields were
thickly scattered and a lower region in which they were sparsely scat-
tered or non-existent

RELIABILITY OF THE BASIC YIELD CURVES

All measurements are subject to error, because of limitations inherent
in even the best measuring apparatus, inadequacies of available data,
imperfections in technique, and occasional negligence on the part of
the investigator. No measurement is significant unless something is
known of the nature and amount of the errors to be reasonably expected
in it. The poteitiaI errors in the basic yield measurements are both
numerous and diverse, but a rough estimate of their size is possible.

Errors in the basic yield curves may arise from errors in the indi-
vidual bond yields. Strictly speaking, these individual errors can arise
from only two sources: the rounding of all yields to the nearest .05 per
cent below the true yield, which is almost negligible, and the actual mis-
calculation of yields, which is likely to be rare.'2 Broadly speaking, in-
dividual yields may err in other ways. Bond yields, as already pointed
out, may be spurious because of all sorts of extraneous influences: and a
spurious yield may be properly considered an erroneous yield for the
purposes of this study. The size of these errors is hard to estimate. Our
practice has been to omit all questionable bonds, such as convertibles,
rather than to attempt the almost impossible task of measuring the
effect of the disturbing feature upon the particular questionable yield.The omission of questionable yields, however, had to be limited to
the more obvious, and many of the less obvious may have been over-
looked. Furthermore, all yields probably have at least a small spurious
elemelit, an error for our purposes and practically unmeasurable.

Errors may also arise from variations in quality. Although the basic
yield estimates are all intended to represent uniformly high grade
bonds, both for different years and for different terms to maturity, it is
perfectly conceivable that the best bonds of 1 940, the lowest yield triple
A's, may be a little better or a little worse than the best bonds of 1920,
or of any other year; and it is also conceivable that the best 3o- to
year bonds of 1924 may be considerably better or worse than the best
0- to 5-year bonds or the best 10- to 15-year bonds. There is little cvi-
clence to indicate the range of the possible variation in quality between
years, but it is probably not wick. However; the variation in qualitybetween maturity groups may be considerable.
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Because high grade bonds arc not uniformly distributed by maturity,
gaps often occur in maturity groups with virtually no high grade bonds.
Sonic are clear and distinct, pci sting for years. For example, during
the Inst decade of the century very few high grade bonds were to mature
between 1955 and iqqo.' This gap was considerably narrowed by 1926
With the appearance of some i 955-70 maturities, and it was fairly well
closed by 1930. Another gap began to appear about 1935 for l)OfldS
maturing in 2000 or later because the longer term bonds were being re-
tire(l or were going into default during the 'thirties and weic benig re-
placed by new shorter term issues. 'The long term bonds continued to
disappear in the next few years, and the gap widened, until by 1940
there were virtually no high grade bonds maturing after i that is,
in more than years.

Other gaps, less clear and persistent, occurred from time to time.
Ihie first quarter of i 926 saw many triple A maturities of 8 to i 4 years,
but the lowest yields were .25 per cent higher than the lowest yields in
other maturities. Was this a quality gap or a genuine variation in the
basic yield? 1)id the 1926 market think that the best 8- to 14-year
maturities were a little lower grade than the others, or (lid it prefer the
others for reasons having nothing to do with quality?

The basic yield curves were fitted with a view to filling these gaps
by simple. continuous curves. In effect, many of the more questionable
basic yields were determined by interpolation or extrapolation from a
few well defined points. All during the first part of the century the basic
yields for the non-existent 1955-90 maturities were interpolated be-
tween the values for the longer and shorter maturities: during the last
half of the 'thirties, the basic yields for the non-existent maturities of
40 years or more were extrapolated from the yields of 30-year bonds;
and in i 926, as in similar situations, the basic yields for the questionable
area between 8 and 14 years were interpolated rather than determined
by the lowest yields prevailing in that area. Whether this interpolation
is justified is anybody's guess. Certainly it has the advantage of sim-
plicity as well as that of eliminating any small, extraneous variations
in quality; but it also has the great disadvantage of concealing genuine
variations in the yields of the highest grade bonds.

The potential errors are too numerous and varied to be mcastirecl
individually and then summed up. What is needed is a single criterion
for estimating all errors, and such a criterion can be found, 1)erha1)s, in
the closeness with which the basic yield curves fit the lowest yield bonds.
As already stated, the litting of the basic yield curves is an attempt to
determine a boundary line between two areas on a chart: an area that
contains bond yields and an area that (toes not. hi some charts the
boundary is clear and distinct; in others it is vague and uncertain. For
example, the yields of the lowest 26 bonds in 1928 are confined to a
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stulj) between f.o5 and j. 15 C1' cent, whereas the yields of the lowest
2() bonds in 1902 are spread over a strij) between 2.90 and 3.50 per
cent. As a result, the basic yield curve for 1928 can be fitted with ease
and considerable confidence, but the Cui'Vc for I 902 is fitted with diffi-
culty and some uncertainty. The difference, however, is purely one of
degree. An clement of uncertainty inheres in both curves, but is muCh
greater, perhaps five times greater, for the 1902 curve than for the 1928.

Certainly all the estimates are subject to an error of at least .05 per
cent, for an error of this amount could arise from rounding all yields
to .05 per cent. Whenever the basic yield is a straight line, it is quoted
only to .o per cent; and whenevem' it is a curve, the long term end ap-
P'oachcs a value quoted to .05 )CI' cent. Of course, values along the
curved lines are quoted to .01 per cent, but this is merely for the sake of
obtaining a sniooth (:Ilrve: there is no implication whatsoever that the
estimates arc correct to .0 i per cent. An error of only .o cent, how-
CvCr, is too tiny to expect cXceJ)t in a few ideal years, such as 1928. In
most years . i cent is more reasonable, and in one or two years with
more scattered yields, such as 1902, .25 per cent is entirely possible.
Furthermore, CurveS that are fairly reliable in general often have areas
of considerable uncertainty. In the 1 926 curve, for example, where the
potential error for most of the curve may be no more than .05 p' cent,there is an area between 8 and i1 years where the potential error is
probably as large as .25 per cent; and again in all the curves for 1935-42there are extremely uncertain areas at the long terimi ends.

The more doubtful estimates of basic yields arc indicated on Table
i by asterisks, which appear on the long term rates after i 931, on someof the short term rates, and for the entire year 1902. On the charts,
doubtful sections of the basic yield curves are indicated by broken lines
(note some of the short term yields and the long term yields after 1935).

S1'ECIAL ERRORS IN THE SHORT TERM ESTIMA1'ES

The short terra bauc yields are subject to numerous special errors inaddition to those of the longer term yields. In the first place, pricefluctuations of an eighth of a point, the usual limit to which prices are
quoted, have an important effect on the yield of a short term bond.'For a price range of 99/8 to iool/8, the yield range for a 30-year, 4 percent bond is to 4.007 per cent, which is negligible; for a 1-year, 4per cent bond the range is 3.88 to 4.13 per cent, which is appreciable
and for a 3-month, 4 per cent bond the range is 3.48 to 4.48 pU cent,which is considerable 'umrthermore the short term bond yield is oftenequally sensitive iO daily changes in term to maturity. At loii/8 amonth, 6 per cent bond yields 1.48 per cent. If the price remains con-stant for one week, the yield will be 1.12 per cent; if the p'ce then falls
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to toi, the yield will rise to i .64 r' cent. Obviously, if short term
yields are to be studied satisfactorily, they can be studied only on a day
to day basis. Our p'actice of determining the yield From a three-month
average price is patently unsatisfactory, and is justified by reasons of
economy alone.

The sensitivity of short term yields to price fluctuations indicates
that brokers' commissions should be taken into consideration. At the
time of writing, as it has been for some time in the past, the commission
charged non-members trading on the New York Stock Exchange is $2.50
per $i,000 bond,16 which means that when a bond is traded at 100, the
buyer pays 100¼, and the seller receives 9q,4. For a i-year 4 P cent
bond, the yield is 3.7 per cent to the buyer, 4.00 per cent at the market
price, and 4.25 per cent to the seller. Thus, the broker's commission
introduces a very real margin of uncertainty into all short term yield
calculations, a margin that increases as the bond approaches maturity.

Short term bond yields are affected also by the exchange privilege. I

Holders of a maturing bond may be given the option of receiving cash
or another security in payment. This privilege may be valuable and
have considerable effect on the yield. For the last eight years, maturing
Treasury bonds and notes have sold at a negative yield because of the
exchange privilege. Consequently, the yields on short term Treasury
bonds and notes are a very poor index of short term yields as a whole.
To what extent corporate bond yields are similarly affected is hard to
say. Ordinarily corporate bond holders do not enjoy the exchange
privilege, but sometimes they do: and whenever they are led to expect
the privilege, correctly or incorrectly, the yield is likely to be affected.16
A few bonds were omitted because the yields apparently showed expec-
tation of an exchange option, but such situations cannot be appraised
readily.

The determination of short term bond yields is further complicated
by the fact that the population of short term bonds is small and con-
tinually changing. At any one time it is unusual to find iiiore than about
six high grade bonds within a year of maturity, and often no more than
one or two. In several charts, there are simply not enough short term
bonds from which to estimate the basic yields. A case in point is 1932,
where two separate short term estimates are given. One is merely the
extension of the horizontal straight line at 4.70 per cent, a reasonable fit
in view of the bond yield data available. The other, which starts at 3.60
per cent and rises to 4.70 per cent at io years, is fitted to the commercial
paper rate of about 3.80 per cent during the first quarter and to two
isolated low yields, 4.05 per cent at i year and 4.10 per cent at 2 years
and 4 months. Although the second estimate is probably better, both
ale so extremely uncertain that they are indicated by broken lines rather

13
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than by the usual solid line. A similar state of affairs is hund in 1900,
1906, 19o7. and 1908.

If an error of .05 cent is to be allowed for even the best of the
long term basic yields, a much larger error must be allowed for the shortterm. At year to maturity the basic yield curve is presumably subject
to an error of at least .25 per cent; and in t11C questionable years, suchas I an error of i PI cent would not be surprismg. Although the
basic yield curves have been extended all the way down to o years to
maturity, and although values for two and three months can be ob-
tamed tO .oi per cent by interpolation there is no implication that
these extremel)' short term estimates are at all precise.

LNGTERI BASIC YJELJ)S ANI) OTHER CORI'ORATE BONI) SERIES
The comparison in Chart I is not entirely satisfactory, because the basicyield series refers to a fixcd, definite term to maturity (o years), where-as both the Macaulay and Moody-Standard series are averages of long
term bonds of widely diverse maturitics.' One of the most striking fea-tures of Chart i is the extrelnel)' close correlation between the Macaulayseries and the basic yields; the maximum deviation is .21 l)e1 cent, theaverage deviation .075 per cent. This is not strange, for the two series
were designed to show precisely the same thing - the yield on top gradebonds - although the methods by which they were derived are intrin-sically different. The basic yields were nevertheless not derived entirelyindependently of the Macatilay series. When the first P1'elimiriary basicyield estimates were compared with the MacaWay series, several incon-

CHART I
LONG TERM HIGH GRADE CORPORATE BOND YIELDS, 1900-1942II
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sistencies were discovered: when the Macatilay rose Iroiii one year to
the next, the basic yields fell, or vice versa. Often these inconsistencies
were irreconcilable, the basic yield data being clearly at variance with
the Macaulay estimates. But whenever the mconsistencics seemed to
be due largely to uncertainties in the basic yield data, the l)aSic yields
were revised, usually by .05 per cent, never by more than .10 per edit.

As the Moody-Standard series is based on the average of a group of
yields rather than the minimum yield, it naturally is uniformly above
the basic yields. The difference ranges from .78 per cent in igoo to
.07 per cent in 1933. But the significance of the comparison is the direc-
tion of the year to year changes, not the absolute differences; in 37 of thc
42 year to year movements the two series rise and fall together.

TREASURY BONDS AND BASIC YIELDS

In 192 1 the yield of Treasuries was only about .07 per cent below the
basic yield; fl 1929, 1930, and 1933 the difference was about i per
cent; by i it had narrowed to about . t per cent; and by 1940 it had
widened to .4 per cent. Conceivably this difference could be due to a
variation in the quality differential between governments and corpo-
rates; if so, the significance of the basic yield estimates would be con-
siderably reduced. Fortunately, however, there is good reason to be-
lieve that at least some of the difference is due to other factors. For
example, the retirement of Treasuries during the late 'twenties would
help to explain their low yield relative to that o corporates. Moreover,
any change in income tax rates is likely to affect the value of the tax

CHART 2
BASIC YIELDS AND UNITED STATES TREASURY BOND YIELDS
FOR 20-YEAR MATURITIES, 1920 -1942
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exemption privilege. 10 explain why there is a difference between the
yield of Treasuries and the basic yield or why it fluctuates widely is
beyond the scope of this paper. %\Ic merely call the reader's attention
to Chart 2, where the movements of the 20-year basic yields and the
yields of similar Treasury bonds are traced.'8

LONG AND ShORT TERM BASIC YIELDS

Despite large errors inherent in the short term estimates, Chart 3 shows
clearly that the short term yields are far more unstable than the long
term; for the fluctuations of the short term estimates are too violent to
attribute to errors alone.'9 In periods of pronounced stress the short
term yields rise higher, and in periods of extreme easy money they fall
lower. This greater instability of the short term yields is shown in
another manner in Chart ,' where all the basic yield curves for i oo-42
have been superimpose(I on a single chart.

CHART 3
LONG AND SHORT TERM BASIC YIELDS.. 19O0 -

SHORT TERM BASIC YIELDS AND OTHER SERIES

Many investigators have concluded that boiid yields are not closely
linked to short term money rates. One reason is that long term bond
yields have usually been used. A more pertinent comparison, made
possible by the basic yield estimates, is between short term money rates
- commercial paper, time money, and call money - and short term
bond yields (Chart 5).20 While all four series diverge frequently anti
sometimes widely, they nevertheless tend to correspond in their major
movements. For 1 900-08 the in tcrrclationsh iJ)S are sonicwhat COIl fusing,
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bitt after 1 qo8 the correspondence is marked. All four series move up
and down together from 1909 to Up 6: commercial paper at about the
same level as the basic yield, time money a little lower, and call money
still lower. In 1916 each series was either at, or very close to, its low

for the first sixteen years of the century. From these lows all four series

rose sharply to their highs of the early 'twenties, call and tinic money
reaching theirs in i 920, and commercial paper and the basic yield reach-

ing theirs in 1921. From 1922 to 1928 all four series moved closely to-
gether. All four then rose to new peaks in 1929; the basic yield and
commercial paper moderately, time and call money sharply. The series
then fell together to their extreme low levels of i 935-42.

The relations depicted in Chart must be reviewed in the light of
the fundamental weaknesses of the short term basic yields. All the
short term estimates arc subject to an appreciable error, SOHIC to a con-
siclerable error. In several years, when short term high grade l)ofl(IS

were too few for an accurate estimate of the basic yield, the estimate was
partly determined by the commercial paper rate. in years like 1900,

iqo6-o8, or 1932, we simply do not know what the basic yield was for

CHART 4
D BASIC YIELD CURVES, 1900-1942
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short terms: it may have been close to the Commercial paper rate. as we
assumed, 01' ii may have l)CCfl quite different. Consequently we (10 nOt
auempt to decide whcthei sIloli. term bonds agree more closely with
Commercial paper, time money, or call money; we content ourselveswith the conclusion that short term bond yields are a good (Teal moreclosely related to short term money rates than are long term l)Ond )'iel(IS.

CHART 5
SHORT TERM MONEY RATES, 1900 -1942PERCENT
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE BASIC YIELD ESTIMATES

This paper is concerned with a single function: to present the basic
yield estimates and explain how they were derived. Nothing has been
said about their implications for current economic and financial prob-
lems, and very little about their relevance to interest theory. An ex-
haustive exploration of their significance would be out of place here;
we merely mention a few specific questions that deserve serious consid-eration in the future.

THE RELATION BETWEEN LONG AND SHORT TERM BOND YIELDS
The basic yield estimates do not reveal any simple fundamental relation
between long and short term yields. During the last years, short termyields have been sometimes above, sometimes equal to, and sometimes
below long term. The pattern, furthermore, is quite irregular. During
the last decade they have been consistently below long term, which sug-gests that a iow short term yield may be the normal state for present dayfinancial conditions. Prior to 1 931, however, the low short term yieldwas exceptional. In general, short term yields were equal to or slightly
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greater than long, and in periods of extremely tight money, such as
1929, 1918-2 i, and possibly i qo6-o8, they were considerably above long.

One pertinent extension of the basic yield analysis would be to make
estimates for the other three quarters. If monthly estimates were feas-
ible, they also would be extremely useful.

The relation between long and short term yields is intriguing to
modern economic theorists, who have advanced several theories to ex-
plain it. One explanation relates long term yields to the expected
course of future short term yields; if short term yields are expected to
rise substantially, long yields will be greater than short, and vice versa.
Another explanation is Mr. Keynes' doctrine of liquidity preference, by
which short term bonds normally yield less than long. Finally, the rela-

tion between long and short yields is sometimes explained by institu-

tional forces. The market fcr hort term funds is conceived as intrin-
sically different from that for long term; different groups of institutions,
with different needs and trading practices, operate in each market; and
the prices and yields in each market are set by the conditions of supply

and demand within it.

BOND YIELDS ANJ) BOND PRICES

Throughout this study we have dealt with bond yields, to the exclusion

of bond prices. This is perfectly sound according to economic theory,

which is interested in prices and price movements only so far as they
determine yields and yield movements; but it is not so sound according

to practical finance. Bonds are quoted on the exchanges in terms of
price, not yield. They are bought and sold by persons who are vitally
concerned with price movements: by speculators hoping to realize a

quick profit; by long term investors who must face the possibility of
forced liquidation at unfavorable market prices; by institutional iflVCS-

tors, who must have regard for the market price when making out their

annual statements. To the economic theorist, a fall in price of a 3o-year

3 per cent bond from 100 to 90 means a rise in yield from 3 to about

3.5 per cent; to the bond holder it means a io per cent capital loss. Be-

cause bonds are bought and sold by persons acutely aware of price move-

ments, a comprehensive study of bond yields should go behind the yields

themselves and consider prices. Perhaps a yield-maturity curve that

cannot be explained in terms of yield alone, is quite explainable in

terms of market price behavior.
While we do not propose to explore this important subject of price,

we have nevertheless converted four of the basic yield series in Table i

into equivalent basic price series in Table 2. One of the yield series,

iqo, has equal yields for all terms; one, 1929, has higher short terni
yields; and the last two, 1941 and 1942, have lower short term yields.
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From these basic price curves a few general observations can be made.
When the basic yield curve is a horitontal straight line, as in I 930, a to!)
grade bond with a coupon rate greater than the basic yield sells at a
l)remium that gradually decreases as it approaches maturity, and a born!
with coupon rate less than the basic yield sells at a discount. When the
basic yield is a curve that either rises or declines continuously, the cor-
responding price curve may rise for a while, then decline, as does the

bond in 1942. Especially interesting behavior is shown by the price
curves for per cent bonds in 1941 and 1942; the price is almost con-
stant (about 109 in iqi and 107 in 1942) for all maturities longer
than 6 years; for shorter maturities the price rapidly declines to par.

T A B 1. F. 2

Basic Prices of Corporate Bonds Con'csponding to Basic \'iclds
First Quarter, 929-3(1 and 194 l-12, by Term to Maturity

COUPON RATE AND ITS EFFECT ON YIELD
At present, many interest theorists assume that bonds having the samequality and maturity should sell at the same yield. But alert bond
traders, especially traders in United States Treasury bonds, draw a dis-
tinction between bonds with different coupon rates; ordinarily a low
coupon bond is preferred to a high coupon bond of the same maturity.and it may sell at an appreciably lower yield. One commonly heard ex-planation is that low coupon bonds are preferable for income tax pur-
poses. Another is that a high coupon bond, which must be purchased ata substantial prerninm is far more likely to dcclirie drastically in pricethan a low coupon bond, which is purchased at a small premium; traders
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1929
Years to 3% 4% 5%

Malurity Coupon Coupon Coupui,
0

1930
3% 4% 5%

Coupon Coupon (:orpo;i

194!
3% 4%

Coupon Coupon

7942
28% 3% 4%

Coupon Coupon Coupon

1

2
3

100.00
97.82
96.17
91.79

100.00
98.78
98.05
97.55

100.00
99,74
99.92

100.31

100.00
98.64
97.35

100.00
99.61
99.24
98.89

100.00
100.5$
101.14
101.67

100.00 1000()
102.58 103.58
101.68 106.67
106.36 109.31

100.00 100.00 100.00
101.80 102.18 103.17
103.13 103.87 105.84
104.07 105.17 108.10

4
5
6
7

93.55
92.42
91.35
90.30

97.16
96.83
96.53
96.21

100.75
100.21
101.71
102.13

94.92
93.78
92.69
91.61

98.55
98.22
97.91
97.61

102.18
102.67
103.13
103.58

107.66 111.57
108.66 113.50
109.36 115.10
109.79 116.41

104.67
105.05
105.20
105.13

106.12
107.20
107.33
107.59

110.00
112.00
113.01
114.13

8

9
10
12

89.33
88.39
87.51
85.90

95,
95.69
95.46
95.11

102.58
102.99
103.42
104.12

90.64
89.69
88.77
87.06

97.33
97.05
96.79
96.30

104.01
104.42
104.81
105.55

110.08 117.54
109.23 118.48
110.17 119.24
109.74 120.41

104.91
104.5k
104.16
103.28

107.62
107.61
107.52
107.19

115.04
115.77
116.47
117.63

14
15
20
25

84.54
83.87
80.93
78.52

91.85
94.69
94.08
93.44

105.15
105.52
107.23
108.56

85.48
84.75
81.51
78.90

95.85
95.64
94.72
93.97

106.22
106.54
107.93
109.04

109.34 121.32
108.97 121.74
107.83 123.50
107,13 125.41

102.42
101.93
100.23
99.73

106.86
106.61
106.03
106.56

118.67
119.08
121.55
124.77

30
40
50
60

76.53
73.76
71.79
70.52

93.06
92.50
91.91
91.58

109.58
111.25
112.09
112,61

76.80
73.76
71.79
70.52

93.37
92.50
91.94
91.58

109.94
111.25
112.09
112.64

107.21 127.82
108.60 133.17
109.67 137.28
110.19 110.45

99.48
99.38
99.31
99.23

107.21
108.60
109.67
110.49

127.82
133.17
137.28
140.45



seem to fed that in a declining market, prices fall fairly freely until
they approach paI, at which point they meet resistance to further
decline.

The basic yield estimates were all made without regard to Coupon,
no distinction being drawn between 2 and 7 le cent bonds. This fail-
ure to distinguish between low and high coupons is certainly a short-
coming, though it may not be serious. Corporate bonds are affected by
so many disturbing influences, and their yields vary so widely that the
particular effects of different coupon rates are probably unmeasurable.
In a study of Treasury bonds, however, a distinction by coupon would
be far more feasible, and certainly desirable; one yield-maturity curve
could be constructed for 2 per cent bonds, another for 21/2 per cent
bonds, etc.

INVESTMENT POLICY

One of the problems facing investors today is the proper arrangement
of maturities within their portfolios. Because of the low yield on short
term bonds, liquidity can be obtained only at the expense of income.
How can one portfolio be designed to provide both adequate liquidity
and a substantial income? One solution is to stagger maturities so that
regular amounts come due at regular intervals. Another is to buy
med luin term bonds, hold theni for a while, then sell them a few years
before maturity. This procedure will produce an extraordinarily high
yield for a medium term portfolio as long as the present structure of
bond yields continues unchanged. For example, a 21/8 per cent bond is
bought at about j3,/ to yield 2.16 per cent, which is the basic yield in
1942; after five years it is sold at 1021/2 to yield 1.57 per cent, again
the basic yield in 1942. For the five-year period, the yield from interest
and price appreciation amounts to 2.65 per cent, which is as high as the
basic yield on the longest term bonds. Although we took as an illustra-
tion a low coupon bond selling at approximately par, the results would
have been the same for a high coupon bond selling at a substantial pre-
mium.

THE MARKET RATING

One of the primary functions of the basic yields was to serve as a stand-
ard with which the yield of any bond could be compared. The differ-
ence between the yield of any particular bond and the basic yield was
conceived as a possible measure of the bond market's appraisal of risk.
If a bond is considered extremely safe, its yield should approximate the
basic yield; if it is considered risky, its yield should differ from the basic
yield by an amount depending upon how risky it seems. Whether this
yield differential will provide a useful tool in the analysis of bond qual-
ity remains to be seen.
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i The isord 'artificial' may not he
is that he trite price of a bond is
sell it. Ohviouslv the market price
the mistakes of ill advised traders,
tions of manipulators, who do,

Notes

1 In ordinary investment isage 'quality' relet s to lie I kcl iltood that a I oiul 's Ott t racted payin cuts
of principal and interest will not default, and as such it does not refer to the attractiveness of the
houtl as an investmemu or a speculation: for a high quality bond will tie tiliat tract ivc if the price
is too high, and almost shy low quality bond is a speculative bargain at sonic price. Tue coilver-
sion p1 ivi lege. or aily other sisee ial fea Eli IC, may make a bond of aisy q tial it y attractive when it
would otherwise not be. Convertibles frequently sell at a price to yield little or nothing or even
less than not lii ng to us t (In t : a nil I hcv (10 so not l)eca tue t hey ate des ira Ide obligations for con-
set vative investors, which t hey jiia or tlla not lie, li t lies :titse t hey represent a spectilat ive value
for those who want to convert. L5'i(IeIit h- titi' yield ol a convertible bond is composed of at least
hi-cc p ts : t lie basic yield or lii gb grade Isorid eleinci it. plus ti iretii 111111 for ow quality if the

bond is less r ban tol) giade, pain us an a,iIou It rcprcscitt lug tite value of the conversion privilege.
The same general aitalssjs holds for bonds with other special features.

It will he argued, and rightly, that a sitiking fitial usually improves the quality ofa bond. tinder
sonic cii cunistalices, however, it may sIi)poi-t t he of a hood without tsppieciablv affect lug its
qttali t. For exatuple. if a mini is adequately covered, atil has a si tikiug [tind providitig lor the
(all lug of a s ubstan t ja I n umber of hotids each 'car at a tirermi iii in, say 110, its attract tvCtieSs the-
rives li-out ret i ieltic'nI at 110 iiistc'ad of pat. not froni the periodic reduction of the company's
i fldcbte(lness,

Ctiti rd a 1)Proplatc in this context. The in tended implication
the price at which weil informed tradet-s are willing to buy or
may tcinporanly deviate ftoiii the true prue, thus defined, by
who tb not know what the title price is. or by the machina-

i l'lie Cot i°° P.omid I't oject dealt exclusively with 1)Ofl(lS otttstanding at some time between
jaunais I. 191)1) and l)eceinber 31, 193$; however, it did obtain the prices and yields for 1939 and
1940 of bonds outstanding at the close of 1938. 'lIme data for the 1939 and 1940 estitisates there-
fore do not include the yields of bonds offered during 1939 or the first quarter of 1910.

The data for the 1911 and 1912 estimates were compiled alter the Corporate Bond Project
ltad closed. Fiisi. the Projest 's list of hiomitls for 19-10 was consulted, and about 1)10 of the higher
grade. lower ield bonds were selected: then about 50 other bonds, including some that had been
issued sitwe 193$ and sonic that had imuprovetl in rating, were added. The list consisted almost
exclnsis'clv of hotids traded on the New York Stoik Exchange or the New York Curls. The data
for 19 12 wei e based on only Jantlarv and Fehirus rv prices, because \farch prices CoL!l(l not he com-
piled before t lie Pu 1)1 lea t 1011 (late.

5 The Project obtained a 10 per cent sample of these smaller Iiontls. which numbered abotti 1.500;
hut since pi-ice data wet-c ttsiial lv missing. t Ii is saw tile was hot used in the basic yield analysis.

6 The rating system used here is a composite based ott the mediati average of the ratings b' fotir
ptoniiiierit investnicut services. Whmeii some of these tatiogs were not available, as they fre-
quently were not. (lie (omiil)osite was determined front those t hat were.

' The first bond quality ratings, Moody's railroads, appearctl iii 1909.

8 Like 'aitificial', 'spurious' may not lie entirely appropriate in this context. The implication is
that the yield to maturity, which is what we are dealing with excltisively. is sotnetinics a sptiriotls
measure of lie expected investment return. Ordinarily t lie investing public expects that a high
grade bond will be paid at par oii the Inst ti nv date; l)ttt somiict bites t lie pithi ic feels confident
that mIte bond will lie paid before nsa t tin t v and at a picmn ium.

An excellent illustration of a spttrious yield is afforded by the Erie Railroad l'ennsylvania
Collateral Trust l's of 1951. Every year a simiii of money, depeiiditig upon (lie amount of coal
miiied 1w the Penmisylvania Coal compans. had to lie set aside fur a ciiikiir fimnil The loud "as
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to Ie used to itity 1)011(15 iii the (pelt iiiaiket ii I hey nitild he bight at 105 or less: a; lierwise the
IbindS Wet C tO hc en Ilci I I) lot at 105. The fund operated so rapidly that lie en ti ic issue had
been retired by 1938.

In 1928 1ic bond liokier must have teal izesi hat his !sotoi Was wort !i inure titan its lace
value. He did not expect to receive exactly par for his bond 23 years hence, whicli wOuld provide
a yield of 3.80 per cent at market plices; he could reasonably expect to receive 105 in much less
than 23 years, which would provide a yield of substantiall\ more than 3.80 cent. It is in this
sense that 3.80, time yield to maturity, is considered spurious.

9 Henry C. Murphy of the United States Treasury very kindly lent the Natioutsl Bureau a set of
curves showing the relation between yield and tern; m maturity for governtneiu securities. These
curves, which were prepared by Virginia Eyre from price lata as of the end of January each
yeas-, were used as models lot a similar set reproducer! here in the basic charts. In drawing her
curves, Miss Lyre plotted the yield of each security individually; she used a separate curve [or
long term bonds aad short term notes; and she left spaces where there were no yields. This pro.
ccdurc was admirable when the uirvcs were plotted oil charts by themselves, but it would have
added unnecessary confusion to the already complilated charts used in this study; hence our
curves arc greatly simpli!Ictl imitations of Miss Eyre's oiigiiials.

'1 heoretically, serial bonds are ideally suited to the study of the yield-maturity relation,
Actuall the' are rather unsatisfactory because of the dilliculty of oblainnitig coniprclseiisis-e price
(l(totatiolIs. We have, however, l)ccn ablc to wnispile sonic satisfactory data on serials front three
sources an(l have used them to supplement the more extensive data ott non-serials.

Stroud & Co. permitted its to usc (heir periodic valuations of railroad equipment trust
certificates. Based ott marker prices and other pertinent information. these valuations represent
Stroud's estimate of conservative investment value for cachi maturity of all the important equip-
Inent trust certiutcates outstanding. The Corporate Bond Project computed yields corresponding
to Strotid's price valuations for the highest grade issues. Front among these one issue was chosen
for each year 1931.40. the choice having two ends in view: (I) that the yield should be as low as
possible; (2) that there should be as long a series of nsattlrities as possible.

A search was macIc [or data on high grade equipment trust offerings. Offerings during
January, February, and March were preferred, but when these were not available, others
were taken. The sources were advertisements in the Contme,cial and Financial Chronicle,
circulars from underwriting houses, and occasionally Moody's and Poors manuals. For about
half the offerings investigated, the prices antI yields [or the individual maturities conk! be deter-
mined; for the remainder, the prices were au average for all maturities. When data on several
offerings were available for one year, only one was chosen, except when several issttes were
offered at precisely the same prices. The choice was niatle with a view to obtaining a high grade.
low yield issue with as many maturities as possible. Offerings were not alwa)s plotted, even when
available, because the)' would have added little to the analysis. Before ahoett 1929 both long and
short term equipment trusts were usually offered at substantially the same yield.

In 1941 and 1912 the United States Steel Corporation had a large issue of serial debentures
outstanding, 1.0 tnature semi-annually until 1955. They were listed on the New York Stock
Exchange and actively tiaded. The yields of these debentures, plotted distinctively on the basic
charts, provided excellent tnaterial [or the analysis.

10 An occasional cusp in the basic yield curves at the 30-year point is due entirely to the change
in scale at that point.

ii Chief among these were the United New Railroad and Canal 3½s of 1951 and the Morris
and Essex 3i/s of 2000, both of which repeatedly had very low yields. In addition, low yields were
occasionally shown by the Michigan Central 3'/2 of 1952 (low in 1903), the Philadelphia.
Baltimore and Washington 4s of !0l3 (low in 1907 and 1915), and the Philadelphia and Reading
4s of 1947 (low in 1919).

12 Bond Project procedure provided that all price transcriptions and yield calcitlations be
thoroughly checked once, and that marty be spot-checked in addition. This in itself would he
sufficient to assure considerable rliahility. Btut during the basic )ield study, all low yield bonds
were atmalyzed to determine whether their yields were spurious, and this analysis included a
fttrther check of the price transcriptions anti the yield calculations.
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I a l)lCs p cpai cd from tIme Corporate loud I' roject dam a shed In tImer Ii g I t on I hese gaps.
One, sunminariiej heloss', shows the distril,u timi of railroad, public utility, and industrial ohlec-
ings of S5,000,000 or more, of all grades, by term to maturity (ternt measured from offering
tlate). Evidently oflerings maturing in 50 to 75 years have never been popular. and since 1920
all long term bonds, that is, those of more than 30 years, have become much less popular.

Less than
Total

offerings
covered

1,595
1,903
2,098

14 l'his does not mean to imply that bond lric arc not occasionally quoled to 1/is or even 14,a.

15 Of course, the commission charged members of the Exchange for their own account is lessthan S2.50. As a result, no analyst can determine what comnsissioils were charged oil any par-ticulam transaction, l)tlt he cannot therefore forget commissions, Just before thic paper wentto the commissiom on small transactions wele increased.

1 Even when no exchange privilege is proviled in the 1,011(1 indeiituii-e, an exchange may' beoffered to ladlitate refunding. For example, about 1900 J. P. Morgan and Co. undertook tomarket for the New York Central a large issue of 3Vs maturing in 1997. These Stjs were issuedfront time to time for refunding and other purposes. When tIme New York amid Hudson River6s and 7s of 1903 came due. Morgan olfered the new 3hs in exchange.

17 See Sonic Theoretical Probkms Suggested by 1/mi' Movements of Interest Rates. BondYields and Stock Prices in the United States sinCe 1856, by Frederick R. Macaulay (NationalBureau of Economic Research, 1938). 'Ihe chart shows an average for January, February, andMatch of the series of adjusted railroad bond yields in Table 10, pp. A 141-61.
The Moody-Standard series is a composite based on Standard Statistics' series of high gra(lerailroad bond yields from 1900 to 1919, Moody's Aaa railroad bond yields from 1920 to 1930,Moody's Aaa public utilities from 1931 to 1912. The chart shows averages for January, February,and March.

IS 'T'he Treasury bond yields here plotted arc determined from the Treasury bond yield curveson the basic charts. The value of the curve for 20-year maturities is the value used in Chart 2.

itt The 6-month basic yields were cleterriiincd graphically from the curves on the basic charts.
They can also be interpolated between the values for 0 years and 1 year in Table I.The vertical bars on Chart 3 represent a very subjective appraisal of the errors to beallowe(I for in the short term estimates, The considerations entering into this appraisal can beroughly described. An error of .25 per cent, the absolute minimum, Was accepted wheneverseveral well clustered short tCrui yields were available. When the short term yields were lets'or missing, and when they were greatly' scattered, a larger estimate was taken, the amount de-pending on the number of yields and the scatter.

20 For 1900-36, figures for commercial paper, time money, and call money arc those given by'Frederick R. Macaulay (op. cit.) Table 10. pp. A 141-61; for 1937-42, figures are from the FederalReserve Bulletin. All figures are averages for January, February, and March. The six-monthbasic yields were determined graphically from the curves on the basic charts.
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30-50
years

50-75
years

75 rears
and over

43.5% 0.7% 9.5%
31.5 0.8 3.0
13.8 1.0 2.0
13.7 1.6 1.1

30 years
1900-09 -16.3%
1910-19 64.7
1920-29 83.2
1930-38 83.6



Per cent

5.0

Basic Charts
Distribution of Bonds by Yield and Term to Maturity,
and Estimated Basic Yield Curves, 1900-1942

HE BASIC CHARTS present the distribution of corporate bonds by yield
and term to maturity for the first quarter of each year, 1900-42. The
estimated basic yield curve is represented on each of the 43 charts by a
heavy smooth curve, often a straight line. A broken line indicates that
the basic yield curve is considered highly uncertain. In ! 900, 190,.
1907. igo8. and i 932, for example. the yield for the shorter term bonds
is represented by two curves, both broken lines. Likewise, the curve for
long term bonds for i to i 942 1S broken to indicate uncertainty.

All bonds are represented by a solid dot () puol' tO 1909 and for
1941 and i 942.* In other years, a dot is used only for triple A bonds,
and a cross (x) is used for double A, A, and a few unrated bonds. In
the charts for 1934 to 1940 a circle (o) is used for bonds selling above
call price, which were excluded from all preceding charts.

The horizontal scale on the charts, representing term to maturity,
covers all values from o to qo years. Bonds of more than qo years are
plotted at the qo-vear point, but their true maturities are indicated in
the right-hand margin by a figure, or by the letter P in case of a
tuity. There is a change of scale at the 30-year point. The first section
of the chari, representing maturities from o to o years, covers three
times as much space as the second section, representing maturities from
30 to 90 years. As a result, some of the basic curves have a cusp at the
30-year point.

In several years the charts have additional curves showing the rela-
tion between yield and term to maturity for United States government
securities and for certain high grade railroad equipment trust certificates.

* See note 1. The task of (leterinining call provisions for 1911 afl(1 1942 aisd a special set of
average ratings comparable to the Bond Project ratings seemed tinwairanted.
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